
Toddler: 12 – 24 Months

Theme: My Family

Week 10



My Family
Title Supplies Needed Activity Steps

Father’s Day 
Footprint Lion

Paint (brown, yellow), black 
marker, paper or 

construction paper, 
paintbrush

Paint the bottom of your child’s foot. Place it on a 
sheet of paper (the heavier the paper, the better).  
Have your child dip their finger in the paint and put 
the fingerprints around the “lion” to make the mane.  
Draw the tail and face. Write a message on the paper.  
See example template for creative ideas.

Family Puzzles

Family Puzzles Pieces 
activity page, Family Puzzles 

Template activity page, 
scissors

Print the Family Puzzles Pieces activity page, and 
supervising adult, cut out each puzzle piece (4 
pieces). Print the Family Puzzles Template. Place the 
puzzle pieces on a table and have your toddler put 
the two puzzles together to match the pieces. Discuss 
details of each puzzle to help them identify which 
piece goes where.

Pets are Family Camera or phone

Pets are Family too! Discuss and demonstrate with 
your toddler the proper ways to take care of a pet.  
What do they eat? What do they drink? Where do 
they sleep?  We want to see those adorable family 
pets! Post a picture of your toddler with your family 
pet(s) on your school's Facebook page!  

‘Dd’ is for Dog & ‘Cc’ 
is for Cat

‘Dd’ is for Dog Coloring 
Page, ‘Cc’ is for Cat Coloring 

Page, crayons

Print the dog and cat coloring pages. Have or hep 
your child color the pictures. Discuss the differences 
between dogs and cats. Which one barks?  Which 
one makes a “meow” sound? Do they both have 
whiskers? Do they both have tails, paws, etc.? 

Lion Masks

Paper plate, strips of 
construction paper (yellow, 

orange, brown, black), 
crayons, black marker, glue, 

scissors

To make the mask, supervising adult can cut out the 
middle of the paper plate if they prefer, this will allow 
the face to be seen when the mask is held up and 
strips of construction paper. Have your toddler color 
the plate. Help your child glue strips of paper around 
the paper plate to represent the lion's “mane.” Draw 
a face on the paper plate.  Decorate as you wish with 
supplies you have at home.
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